Thermal rate constants for the H + D, reaction on the LSTH potential-energy surface are determined quantum mechanically over T = 300-1500 K using the quantum flux-flux autocorrelation function of Miller [J. Chem. Phys. 61, 1823 ( 1974 
I. INTRODUCTION
Thermal rate constants k( 7') can be theoretically determined by a number of methods mainly based on the classical trajectory, transition-state theory, or quantum scattering theory. Given accurate potential-energy surfaces, the exact quantum scattering results' are highly accurate and the state-specific information from the calculations for a few reaction systems is in very good agreement with experiments. Theoretically they serve as standards for approximate calculations. ' However, exact quantum state-to-state calculations are computationally very demanding and have usually been limited to the exchange reactions of isotopic hydrogen atoms in three-atom systems with small initial or total angular momentum J( 5 10). '(+r") Due to the rapid growth in number of accessible states, this method becomes more difficult for other reactions, and at higher energies.
Accurate thermal rate constants as functions of temperature are obtained from state-to-state information by summing over angular momentum and final states, and then thermally averaging the state-to-state reaction cross sections from the quantum scattering calculations at specific energy E and angular momentum J. Since information on the detailed cross sections for up to large J ( -25 for H + H, and D + H, reactions, for example3 ) and E are required, the calculation of thermal rate constants by the quantum scattering methods is sufficiently time consuming that it has not yet been done for any reaction system although approximate and initial state-specific rate constants were reportedm4
An alternative direct approach to the thermal rate constants was proposed by Yamamoto' and Miller6 based on the exact evaluation of the quantum flux-flux correlation function. After application to a number of model problems 7(8)-7(c) this formally exact approach was successfully , employed in the first full three-dimensional calculation for the H + H, [Ref. 3(a) 1 reaction and the D + H, [Ref. 3 (b) ] reaction. More recently, Truhlar and co-workers have repeated the H + H, rate calculations,7'd' and evaluated the "rate constants" for the H + OD exchange reactions (forJ= Oonly). ' ('I In this paper this method is extended to the somewhat more complex (due to the larger number of open rovibrational states resulting from the mass of the system) isotopic hydrogen exchange reaction H+D,-+HD+D (1.1)
for which limited state-to-state information and thermal rate constants are available from both experiment and theory.* The method implemented in the calculations is described in detail in Refs. 3 (a) and 3 (b). However, we review briefly our ( 1) choice of coordinates and basis representation; (2) Hamiltonian and flux, and the method of diagonalization; and (3) evaluation of thermal rate constants for specific J, k '( r>. We use adiabatically adjusted principal axis hyperspherical (APH) coordinates' to define operators for the Hamiltonian and for the flux through the dividing surfaces on the LSTH potential-energy surface."*" We choose a basis for each internal coordinate, transform to the discrete variable representation (DVR), and evaluate the Hamiltonian and flux in the DVR. The spatial symmetry of the system is utilized to decompose the representation of the Hamiltonian and flux. The Hamiltonian for J = 0 (Hint ) is then diagonalized by the sequential diagonalization-truncation technique'*-i4 and truncated eigenvectors of Hint in conjunction with the parity decoupled Wigner rotation functions' are used as a basis to construct H,, the Hamiltonian for J> 0. The flux-flux autocorrelation function for each Jis calculated from the time evolution of the flux, and the corresponding thermal rate constants k '( T) are obtained by evaluating the time integral of the flux-flux autocorrelation function. In the evaluation of k '( r), the nuclear-spin symmetry is considered. The thermal rate constants k(T) are then determined as a sum of k '( 7) weighted by 2J + 1.
Theory and methods are briefly reviewed in Sec. II following our previous work (Ref. 3) . In Sec. III numerical results are given and discussed. We then conclude in Sec. IV. In the Appendix, the approximate treatment of the asymmetric top coupling by perturbation theory is discussed.
II. METHOD
In this section we present a brief review of the formulation of thermal rate constants using the flux-flux autocorrelation function approach and the specific details of its implementation in the DVR for the H + D, reaction. This includes the definition and choice of the coordinates, the Hamiltonian and the flux operators, the basis representations, and the thermal rate constants.
A. Thermal rate constant Following Miller,'j the thermal rate constant k(T) is given as the time integral of the flux-flux autocorrelation function from t = 0 to t = 00. Since the flux-flux autocorrelation function decays to zero at a finite t = r, the time integral can be accurately truncated to (0,~) if we use a sufficiently large number of L?'* basis functions which span a sufficiently large volume of space, which includes some of both the reactant and product regions as well as the transition-state region. In the Hamiltonian eigenvector representation, k( 7') is evaluated analytically as follows:6
where QR is the partition function of the reactants, p = l/kT and E, ,I i) are the ith eigenvalue and eigenvector of the Hamiltonian. The flux operator F measures flux at the surface dividing the reactants and products. The diagonal elements of F in the real eigenvector basis are zero. We note at this point that the sum in Eq. (2.1) is over states of all angular momentum, parity, nuclear spin, and symmetry which are required for convergence. If the Hamiltonian and flux operator do not mix states of different angular momentum, parity, nuclear spin, and symmetry, then the right-hand side of Eq. (2.1) can be evaluated separately for each manifold, weighted by the appropriate degeneracy, and summed. We indicate this as k( T)QR = QR JszP (W+ l)Wnuc(k(T))J, SY"*p, (2.la) . , where sym denotes the symmetry, p the parity, and w,,, the nuclear degeneracy. QR is, of course, the full partition function of reactants, including the nuclear degeneracy. where p is the reduced mass of the system, p is the momentum operator, and s = s(q) is the equation of a dividing surface between reactants and products as a function of coordinates. In APH coordinates, there are six such surfaces between the three arrangement channels (two for each channel (T, /?, and y due to the range ofx). The traditional "transition-state" configurations of the H + D, system lie in the collinear configurations at 0 = n/2. For this system, there-fore, we define the three dividing surfaces in the range of O<,y(r to be" These surfaces are repeated in 77~~~297 and are shown in Fig. 1 . Although these surfaces of constant x do not lie along the potential minima in 8 for constantp, they are convenient and efficient for our purposes. Since the surfaces are of this simple form, the relevant momentum orthogonal to them is that for x alone, thus reducing the complexity of the flux operator.3 In this approach the exact thermal rate constant is independent of the choice of the surfaces (provided they divide the reactants and products),6 and our results are converged with respect to basis and range for these surfaces. The flux from the reactant arrangement, a, leading to products is the sum of the fluxes from this channel to the other channels, fi and y, which represent the D + HD products. It is given as F" = p-8 + F-y, (2.7) where the arrows denote the direction of positive flux. Using two of the three surfaces in Eq. (2.6), F"-O and FawY are explicitly written as3
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We note that the flux operator F" has symmetry with respect tax = 7~/2. The Hamiltonian also has the same spatial symmetry (C,, ) resulting from the AB, nature of the reaction system. Decomposition of both the Hamiltonian and flux into the corresponding symmetry yields block diagonal representations and thereby reduces the computational effort substantially.
C. Basis representation A direct product discrete variable representation'3"4 (DVR) for the internal coordinates (p&x) is used to evaluate the flux operator and the initial representation of Hint. It is obtained by transforming the corresponding finite basis representation (FBR).
The FBR used for the internal coordinates are Chebyshev polynomials T,, (cos {) for p with the transformation ofp to the angle < of range (0,~) as
is the range ofp to be determined in the numerical implementation. For 6 and x, Legendre polynomials Pi (cos 28) and C,, symmetry-adapted trigonometric functions with parity [ cos 2nx (A, ,even), sin 2nx (B, ,even), cos(2n + 1)~ (B,,odd), and sin(2n + 1)~ (A,,odd)] are used.
The kinetic-energy operators are evaluated in the FBR and transformed to DVR while the potential energy is directly calculated at quadrature points of the corresponding DVR. In the DVR H is given as where IB and I, are identity matrices in 0 and x, respectively, and KP, K,, and K, are the matrix representations of kinetic operators (in p, 0, and x) in the DVR. These are given by
12c) where ii', jj', and kk ' are the indices of p, f3, and x points, respectively. KF, KY', and KY V' is the sum of the potential energy V and the effective potential term resulting from the wave-function factorization:
The Hamiltonian matrix is very sparse in the DVR.13,14 Since, for the required spatial range and energies, we need only a (relatively) small number of lowest accurate eigenvalues ( -700) for the convergence of the thermal rate constants, 3(a) Hint is diagonalized by the sequential diagonalization and truncation method. The dimensions of the final matrix diagonalization required in this method is much smaller than the initial basis size with little loss of accuracy for the lower eigenvalues. Details of this reduction method are given elsewhere.'2*13 D. Thermal rate constants for specific J Since nuclear-spin states, parity, and permutation symmetry are unchanged by the reaction, we can add their contributions to the overall rate constant. Due to the (C,, ) symmetry decomposition along x, our dividing surfaces permit thermal rate constants for each (allowed) symmetry block to be calculated separately. Thermal rate constants for specific J, symmetry, and parity are obtained using Eq. (2.1). The full k '( r) is then obtained as a sum of symmetry block rate constants multiplied by the proper nuclear-spin degeneracies. The partition function QR is the full partition function, summed over symmetries and nuclear weights.
For J = 0, A, and B, symmetry blocks are allowed by parity and these even-parity blocks of Hint (J = 0 Hamiltonian) are diagonalized. For each symmetry we use Eq. (2.1), without the nuclear weights, to evaluate k '*'I and k o'B'. The contribution of J = 0' to the rate constant is then given by Eq. (2.la) as k"( Z-') = wA,ko*"'( T') + wg,koTB1( 73, (2.16) where the relative nuclear-spin weights are wA, = 6, wg, = 3 forH + D,.
For J> 0, the direct product of eigenvectors of Hint for each parity block with corresponding parity adapted Wigner rotation functions, D k,MJ,9 are used as the basis to evaluate HJ. In other words, each parity wave function for H, is expanded as follows:
(2.17) J where MJ and KJ are the space-fixed and body-fixed z-axis components of the total angular momentum, respectively, andp represents the parity. @'(p,B,x) is the internal wave function obtained by solving the Schrodinger equation for the internal Hamiltonian and it is determined in the corresponding Parity eigenvector basis of Hint. D $"J ( aQ,&,Ye ) is the normalized definite parity Wigner D function (of the Euler angles ) . Therefore even-parity (A, and B, ) block eigenvectors of Hint are used to expand evenparity wave functions and odd-parity (A2 and B, ) eigenvectors are used for odd-parity wave functions. For each J> 0 Hamiltonian (H,), both parity eigenfunctions are allowed for KJ > 0 while only one parity wave function is allowed (even parity for even Jand odd parity for odd J) for KJ = 0. In the eigenvector basis of Hint, the Hamiltonian for J> 0, H,, is represented as In the present calculations, we diagonalize the J,K blocks and the K coupling terms are taken into account via I perturbation of both the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors. In our earlier work only the second-order perturbation corrections to the eigenvalues were included. As earlier, however, the Coriolis coupling terms are neglected. Thus, each diagonal block of H J in KJ (unperturbed Hamiltonian) which contains Hi,, , J*, and J: (and a term from K coupling when KJ = 1 [Eq. (A4b)]) is diagonalized and the eigenvectors and eigenvalues are corrected by the first-and the second-order perturbation, respectively, for K coupling. The diagonal blocks of HJ for diagonalization are truncated up to KJ = 5 for J> 5 since eigenvalues of larger KJ blocks contribute little to the rate constants due to the thermal averaging. Details of this treatment are also given in the Appendix.
The first-order correction to eigenvectors of diagonal KJ blocks yields a triblock-diagonal representation in KJ with nonzero second subdiagonal block. Thus the projection of corrected eigenvectors onto the flux results in a full matrix with alternating nonzero subdiagonal blocks as is shown in the Appendix. Each diagonal block contains terms due to K coupling between KJ and K; ( = KJ f 2) blocks as well as the projection of unperturbed eigenvectors. Nonzero subdiagonal blocks are composed of terms solely due to K coupling. Consequently, k ' ( 7) is not obtained just from the diagonal blocks of HJ but from all the nonzero (K,,K; ) blocks. As is shown in the Appendix, the calculation is parity dependent differing from earlier works (on H + H, and D f H, ) and both parity calculations are explicitly required for k '( 7'). Nuclear-spin weights are included at the end as in the J = 0 calculation. In terms of C,, symmetry decomposed rate constants, we have k:(T) = W,*kJAYT> + WB,kJBYT), (2.19a) 19b) where w,+ = wA, =6 and wBZ=w,,=3 for H+D,. k ' ( 7) is then evaluated as
where the subscripts e and o represent even and odd parity.
The overall thermal rate constant k(T) is then
Jill., k(T)= C W+l)kJ(T), (2.21) J=O where J,, is to be determined by numerical convergence.
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
We need to determine several parameters for the convergence of calculations including the range ofp, the number of basis functions for each internal coordinate, the energy cutoffs for truncations of one-, two-, and three-dimensional J = 0 eigenvectors as well as Jmax , the maximum J for the sum of specific J rate constants.
A. Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian Although the calculation for the H + D, system is computationally more demanding than the other two hydrogenic reactions (H f H, and D + H, ), parameters for the primitive basis and energy cutoffs are quite well established from the previous works. They are expected to be sufficient for converged calculation for H + D,. The basis parameters used are given in Table I . The range ofp chosen is sufficient to cover both transition state (pc = 3.01 a, > and asymptotic arrangement regions. The sizes of the bases after truncation by energy cutoffs is expected to be larger for this isotopic reaction considering the smaller energy-level spacings of the reaction system. Diagonalization of the J = 0 Hamiltonian (H,,, ) is performed by the sequential diagonalization-trun- cation method using energy cutoff parameters given in Table  I . The size of direct product basis is -14 000 for both the,4 I and B, blocks and the truncation method reduces the size of the Hint matrix to -1200. Additional reduction of threedimensional eigenvectors (used for J> 0) is accomplished by Ezz to 617(A, ) and 589(B, ). With the use of the truncated eigenvectors Of Hint, H, is evaluated. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of HJ are obtained following the procedure mentioned in Sec. II D.
B. Calculation of k(T)
Both parity representations of corrected eigenvectors of H, are used to calculate the parity-dependent rate constants for specific J, k i ( 7') (even parity) and k i ( r) (odd parity). Tables II and III show k f( T> and k i ( r) at temperatures between 300 and 1500 K for J = O-30. In these tables the parity dependence of the rate constants is clearly shown at high temperatures and for large J. For even J, k ;i ( 7') is larger than k t ( r) while for odd J, k f ( r) is greater than k i( 7'). The sum of k i ( 7) and k ;I ( r) is the thermal rate constant for specific J, k J( Z"), and these are shown in Table IV . Plots of kJ( T) vs J at several temperatures are given in Fig. 2 where the monotonic decrease of k '( T) with large increasing Jis shown as anticipated. Thermal rate constants, k( T), are determined by summing k '( 7') over J with weights of 2J + l.Plotsof(W+ l)kJ(T)/kO(nvsJatseveraltemperatures are shown in Fig. 3 . 15) 'k '( T) is equal to the sum of k I( 7') and k:(T), which are given in Tables II and III. bThe numbers in parentheses are the powers of 10.
high temperatures. While these differences appear to be uncertainties in the potential-energy surfaces, although the somewhat outside the quoted experimental uncertainties, surface appears very good in the important regions. Experithe actual agreement over 4 orders of magnitude between the mentally, of course, there may be unexpected uncertainties ab initio calculations and experimental results may be conin the accuracy of the measurements of rate constants. The sidered very good. Conceivable origins of the discrepancies effects of exact K coupling and Coriolis coupling at high T on the theoretical side are our approximate treatment of offand J are difficult to determine since the diagonalization of diagonal couplings (K coupling and Coriolis coupling) or exact H, matrices for large Jis not feasible with our current Truhlar'6 for H + D, on the same potentialenergy surface, with their results being 8% and 21% above ours at 300 and 1500 K, respectively.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The calculations of thermal rate constants by quantum flux-flux autocorrelation function were presented for the isotopic hydrogen exchange reaction H + D, on the LSTH potential surface. The finite implementation of this formally exact method using the Y2 basis inevitably introduces limitations to the description of dynamics. However, these effects are checked variationally and minimized through the self-consistency of the calculations. The remaining approximations are the perturbative treatment of K coupling and the neglect of Coriolis coupling. These may cause the high-temperature discrepancies with experiment. Nevertheless, we believe that the result reported here is the first accurate quantum thermal rate constants for the H + D, system and that the approach may be applicable to other three-atom reaction systems.
forK,=2,K;=O, (A6) includes terms for m = II since m and n belong to different K blocks. For odd parity, even and odd Jresults are reversed. A * 2 for other (K,,K; ) pairs is parity independent.
The order of the magnitudes of the coefficients for J2, Jz,and J:*, evaluated in the truncated eigenvector basis of Hint is CJ~~CJ2~CK,& (~45) The maximum A * 2 allowed is -J(J + 1) when KJ = 0 or 1 and this indicates that the largest K coupling occurs between the smallest KJ. Therefore the perturbation approximation is not quite accurate for K,<2 for large J. However, the approximation is accurate for small J from the argument given above.
Eigenvalue perturbations
The eigenvalues of H, are obtained by diagonalizing each diagonal block in KJ and then by correcting the eigenvalues with K-coupling blocks in second order while neglecting the Coriolis block. Diagonal blocks contain the first three terms of Eq. (2.18) and an additional parity-dependent term which comes from K coupling when both KJ where E 2 is the corrected nth eigenvalue of the KJ block while E ," and E ti are the nth and mth unperturbed eigenvalues in the KJ and K; blocks, respectively. The corresponding eigenvectors are denoted InK,) and ImK;), respectively. The J dependence of eigenvalues and eigenvectors is omitted. These asymmetric top couplings arise only between KJ = K; f 2 blocks and the sum in Eq.
Eigenvector corrections
The corrected eigenvectors T are given as T = T,, +- T', (A71 where To contains the unperturbed eigenvectors (from the diagonal blocks) and T' is the correction matrix due to K coupling between K; = KJ f 2. Therefore T is triblock diagonal with nonzero second subdiagonal blocks. With the use of standard perturbation corrections to first order, T' can be written explicitly as 
